Grades Pre-K through 2nd:
- PBS KIDS in the Classroom (STEM, literacy, SEL curriculum)
- PBS KIDS Young Writers and Illustrators Contest
- PBS KIDS App Usage Tutorials
- Leveraging PBS Learning Media in the Classroom Workshops
- Ed Camps (students and educators)
- Summer Reading Challenge
- Facility Tours
- E-Newsletter (monthly)

Grades 3rd through 8th:
- Careers That Work (on-demand videos & curriculum)
- Facility Tours
- Leveraging PBS Learning Media in the Classroom Workshops
- WVIA Job Shadowing
- WVIA’s Student News (media literacy)
- Summer Reading Challenge
- WVIA Station Tour (on-demand video & curriculum)
- E-Newsletter (monthly)
- WVIA’s Scholastic Scrimmage
- WVIA’s Artist of the Week
- Poetry Out Loud Competition
- WVIA’s Great Teachers Contest & Documentary

Grades 9th through 12th:
- Careers That Work (on-demand videos & curriculum)
- Facility Tours
- WVIA Job Shadowing
- WVIA’s Student News (media literacy)
- Summer Reading Challenge
- WVIA Station Tour (on-demand video & curriculum)
- E-Newsletter (monthly)
- WVIA’s Scholastic Scrimmage
- WVIA’s Artist of the Week
- Poetry Out Loud Competition
- WVIA’s Great Teachers Contest & Documentary

For more information on pricing and programs, please contact

Kirsten Smith, Director of Education
(570) 602-1121 office
(570) 780-4660 mobile
kirstensmith@wvia.org

Teresa Sabecky, Education Coordinator
(570) 602-1182
teresasabecky@wvia.org